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SPOT PRICES 
BLOCK 
Click for Price History   Price Range  Four weeks ago US CTS/LB 
CFR N.E.ASIA USD/MT n/c 1890-1900 n/c 1880-1890 85.73-86.18
FOB N.E.ASIA USD/MT n/c 1880-1890 n/c 1870-1880 85.27-85.73
CFR CHINA USD/MT n/c 1890-1900 n/c 1880-1890 85.73-86.18
FOB KOREA USD/MT n/c 1880-1890 n/c 1870-1880 85.27-85.73
CFR S.E.ASIA USD/MT +10 1920-1940 +10 1890-1910 87.09-88.00
DEL EAST CHINA CNY/MT -100 13200-13300 -100 13200.00-

13400.00 
98.93-99.68

DEL SOUTH CHINA CNY/MT -100 13300-13400 -100 13400.00-
13500.00 

99.68-100.43

PACKAGING 
Click for Price History   Price Range  Four weeks ago US CTS/LB 
CFR N.E.ASIA USD/MT n/c 1840-1850 n/c 1830-1840 83.46-83.91
FOB N.E.ASIA USD/MT n/c 1830-1840 n/c 1820-1830 83.01-83.46
CFR CHINA USD/MT n/c 1840-1850 n/c 1830-1840 83.46-83.91
FOB KOREA USD/MT n/c 1830-1840 n/c 1820-1830 83.01-83.46
CFR S.E.ASIA USD/MT +10 1860-1880 +10 1830-1850 84.37-85.27
DEL EAST CHINA CNY/MT -100 12900-13000 -100 12900.00-

13100.00 
96.69-97.43

DEL SOUTH CHINA CNY/MT -100 13000-13100 -100 13100.00-
13200.00 

97.43-98.18

 
NOTE: for full details on the criteria ICIS pricing uses in making these price assessments visit www.icispricing,com and click 
on “methodology”. 

 
Asia spot import EPS prices stable-to-firm as suppliers 
held on to offers 
Asian expandable polystyrene (EPS) prices were stable-to-firm 
as suppliers held on to offers. Despite the pullback in 
feedstock styrene monomer (SM) prices to under 
$1,700/tonne CFR China this week, most EPS makers kept 
offers unchanged while others increased them. 

 

Meanwhile, demand in Asia remained lacklustre with trade 
expected to taper off ahead of the Lunar New Year holidays in 
late January. Most buyers have accumulated some stocks to 
tide them over any production requirements during the 
holidays. Hence, distributors expect buying momentum to stay 
weak in the near term. 
Meanwhile, uncertainty over regional demand after the Lunar 
New Year holidays also weighed on sentiment. The Chinese 
construction sector is expected to remain in a lull until towards 
mid-year, while the packaging sector could still be sluggish as 
exports of finished goods to the US and Europe are not 
expected to show any significant improvement until the second 
quarter. 
The average operating rate of EPS units in China was 
estimated at 33% this week, up marginally from 32% last 
week. Domestic prices lost ground this week as demand 
started to taper off ahead of the Lunar New Year. 
Offers of packaging resins were heard mostly at $1,870-
1,880/tonne CFR NE Asia this week. Buying indications 
remained at around $1,850/tonne CFR NE Asia. Sellers 
reported sporadic deals concluded at around $1,850/tonne 
CFR NE Asia. 
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Offers of block flame retardant (FR) resins were at a $50-
70/tonne premium over packaging resins. Fixtures were heard 
mostly at around a $50/tonne premium. 
Export offers to Europe and the Middle East were cited at 
$1,870/tonne FOB Asia for packaging resins and $1,930/tonne 
FOB Asia for FR grades. Buying interest remained weak with 
few enquiries heard this week. Higher offers from distributors 
were heard $1,995/tonne CFR East Mediteranean/Southern 
Europe for packaging EPS and $2,045/tonne CFR East 
Mediteranean/Southern Europe for FR EPS. This translate to 
approximately $1,915/tonne FOB Asia for packaging resins 
and $1,965/tonne FOB Asia for FR grades. Buying interest 
was limited at these prices. 
In Taiwan, local offers for packaging EPS were stable at 
Taiwan New Dollar (NT$) 59/kg DEL. Sales were finalised 
largely at NT$58.5/tonne DEL. 

In southeast Asia, offers of packaging resins were cited at 
$1,875-1,900/tonne CFR, depending on the parcel size and 
origin. Deals were mostly concluded at $1,860-1,880/tonne 
CFR SE Asia as sellers were determined to achieve higher 
prices. Overall demand in the region stayed weak with buyers 
buying on a need-to basis. 
Production data 
Taiwan’s Ming Dih Group plans to expand its 40,000 
tonne/year EPS unit in Thailand in the third quarter of 2014. 
The plant will have a capacity of 50,000 tonnes/year after the 
expansion. 
($1 = CNY6.06) 
($1 = NT$30.07) 

    
    

FEEDSTOCK PRICES (Contract - Import) 
Click for Price History   Price Range  
STYRENE CFR N.E.ASIA DEC USD/MT +49 1697-1710 +48 

 
 
Pricing information from ICIS is also available via the Dashboard service.   
The ICIS Dashboard is a platform that enables you to see pricing, news and analysis in a single screen. 
Visit http://www.icis.com/moreondashboard to find out more. 
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